Course Outline
Proofreading
This one-day course is aimed at those who have a responsibility for Proofreading either their own work or that of
others.
An essential skill in today’s world where the speed and ease of publication often means that errors can slip through
and either cause embarrasment or mean that an entire print run is unusable.
The course shows how humans read information, and uses this understanding to not allow our brains to make
assumptions when proofreading and allow errors to slip past us.
It also covers the tools and environment that you should create to get the best results.
The content shown below is for our scheduled course and can be customised to suit your requirements if you are
making a company booking, or for us to come to you. Please call to discuss details. All courses are Instructor-Led and
Interactive and we like to keep delegate numbers to a maximum of 8 to ensure that all delegates get the most benefit
from the course.
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